MISSION:

Educating, training and equipping the world for great commission, reminding people of their equal natural rights in sharing the world, supporting them to reveal their potential and achieve their life goals.

Vision:

To educate, train and transform people’s lives by the power of joint efforts.
This report engulfs the activities carried out in the month of March 2018, it’s has more of success stories, events, academics, mentoring, visits and local publications analysis;

**Academics**

One of the local print media published a story that attached GOFA family of about an increase in number of a girl child dropping out of school due to sharing toilets with boys. The first challenge we observed was girls sharing sanitary pads during their menstration periods in rural schools but here is another rising challenge.

This is a very serious challenge apart from the usual ones like low income, poverty, death of parents and others. For the sanitary pads GOFA came out with an innovative idea to train girls how to make re-usable sanitary pads in different rural schools most especially Mukono district. This reduced on expences families were incurring every month, take forinstance if in a family there is five girls who have reached the stage, every day this family has to spend more than $5 per day.

**GOFA’S First aid solution against girls in school sharing toilets with boys**

Now girls sharing toilets with opposite sex, Graben Orphanage Foundation Africa –GOFA, we are designing another campaigning program to overcome this issue, it’s to start with sensitizing local leaders, families (households/home stades) and schools about health related issues.

GOFA is to mobilize with the help of local leaders and community members starting with parents and guardians of a specific school facing this challenge, for a civic engaging activity to construct bounderies on the toilets using available natural resources like banana fybres, spear grass, mud soil, cow dung, ashes and other related resources.

After that is done then we shall welcome all the well wishers, funders, donors to join us and improve on the already existing structures.

A mentor or a trainer!!!!!!!

Mentorship would be of a relevant and more impactful if it’s adopted from infancy, at Graben Orphanage Foundation Africa –GOFA we realized that you can spend much while change a grown up youth than mentoring young children with fresh brains.
However, for the youths and adults it’s not mentoring or coaching but as per our mission statement, it’s more of reminding them of what to do because some they already has ideas but we just polish them help them to suit for an event.

**GOFA’S FOUNDER IN MENTORSHIP SESSION**
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**Transforming people’s lives by power of joint efforts**

Meet Mwebe Ronalld aka Pixon Acid who was abondoned by even his family members because of his life style. It takes less for a natural mentor to make someone to become productive and useful to not only people he living with but to entire world.

Graben Paul Luswata reached to an extent of starting staying with this youth (Ronald) after being chessed by relatives at home. Later due to continuous coaching is now yet to start his parlour from plaiting dreadrocks. He appreciates Mr. Antoine for sponsoring him during his course.
Mwebe has saved now $42 in just a few period of time, he is testifies that Paul has made him to feel like a child in the world and to have a belonging. One by one makes a bundle says Ronald, one day will be a trainer an employer of others.

RONALD SKILLS

Celebrating women’s day in a style of bycicle riding

At GOFA we give a girl child and women a driving seat, not because they are mothers of the world but they are world changers. On 8th/March/2018 is an international cerebrated women’s day, we were honoured to participate and witness bycicle riding race organized by one of our Financial literacy groups called Money Mintors Investiment Club Kampala after theircraft making training.

We had fun, laughters and you guys you missed this moment but it was also health activity to their bodies because most of them they take long to exercise physically. Ladies they pretend to be working from home to office from office backhome and they have no time for servicing their body.
In conclusion therefore, we can do more impactful activities that will yield better results if we are given a hand. We believe that we are the solution to challenges facing our communities. Graben literally means a ‘Valley’, so know that if someone, (vulnerable kid, women, school dropouts, professionals, elders) is under a deep valley, he needs a hand either holding a rope or plain hand to get out of it.